THE HINDUSTiiAN SEVADAL* CONFERENCE
achieve something great and good. There are certain animals which have great
strength and whose weight is overwhelming but their strength differs from human
strength in being animated by low appetites and desires and no great or Jong-
sigh ted aims. There is very little adjustment of means to a higher end int the
exercise of their bodily strength. Hunger, revenge or at best self-defence, moves
them but a man uses his strength not for the gratification of his appetites but in order
to give scope for his mind and soul to work put his aims. Herein comes the need
for self-discipline, self-control, self-determination and self-direction. If this is ttie
case with regard to the individual, the need for such discipline is greater in a group
of individuals acting together.
In modern days it is not the individual soldier that counts hut well-drilled and
disciplined bodies of men directed by officers who see things as a whole and know
what is necessary for the achieving of success. We have known in history cases
of small bodies of men well-drilled and wisely directed being able to overcome
larger bodies loosely brought together and without a common will. Who knows
that the present political degradation of India is not due to such lack of discipline
and stamina among the people, of their incapacity to develop a plan of efficient
linked leadership throughout India that is at once courageous and wise, strenuous
and skilled. It is with the object of correcting our shortcomings that the Hindus-
tani Seva Dal has been brought into existence. Its main object therefore is to
develop the body and to make it obedient to the behests of an intelligent will and
to organise the people of India in such a manner that by obedience to the will of
recognised leaders to develop a common will and act as one man for a common
purpose. What the purpose to be that is a question which remains to be
answered and is answered by the name of this movement : "The Hindusthani
Seva or the service of India". This expresses the key-note of our organisa-
tion. It is not enough for a number of persons especially young men to be brought
together and organised. For what purpose are they so organised ? What is the
animating force or motive behind the organisation ? Do the avowed activities of
the organisation coincide fully with the inner motives which direct it ? These are
questions which every young man should ask for himself before he joins a movement
and which the leaders are bound to answer if they mean to be honest and straight-
forward with their followers. We make no secret of our purpose. It is blazoned
ha our very name : the Service of India.
Recently young men were asked by certain public men not to place themselves
in the hands of political leaders and allow themselves to be led blind-folded to
vague and undefined ideals. This much however could be said for the leaders of
the national movement who are also the leaders of the Seva Dal that they make no
secret of their aim and are not afraid to proclaim their goal which is nodii^ tes
than the winning of Freedom for their country. I wish that those who give us actflce
from the other side would be as open and as explicit in telling us what their aim is
and what their motive is In warning us off the guidance of political leaders, W&ep
they are pressed for an answer they would say that their object is to make goioel
citizens of us but what does good citizenship In India mean ? Does it mean content-
ment with the status of a subject people and obedience to an extraneous wilL
not, their advice to the youth not to get mixed up in the Swaraj movement is
meaning.
The scouts may  be   more   or  less   efficient  and disciplined bat t&e
suffers from being more or less alien in its origin, spirit, and kadersfeip«, its idepM
methods are certainly not identical with those of the Himfestanti Seva Dal.
it has Its uses and may in course of tinae be inspired by our ideals it can at present
make bo claim to be called a natioml orga»satioa. Tte f&e^lge of the national
volunteer carries on its face its supreme national pursose and its subjection to
national discipline. I cannot do better than repeat t&e pledge : *% a national volunteer
solemnly pledge to strive for the attainment of Swaraj lyy peaceful and legitimate
means. I shall endeavour to promote to the best of my ability peace and good-will
among all classes and communities of India, I sfeafi abide by the rales and regula-
tions of the Hindustani Seva Dal of which I shall be a member and shall carry out
the orders of my superior ofikers.**	:
To   Dr.   jN.   S.   Hardlkar,   for   more   than   any   one else, the origia aa&
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